
Specify lens color

Galaxis Goggle

Clear Gray Amber

AW013 Galaxis Goggle $8.95
AW014 Goggle Case $4.95

Single Radio Harness
Made of tough yellow Cordura®, 
black nylon webbing and hard 
plastic sliders and buckles
Features double pencil pockets, 
spare battery pocket and full mesh 
map pocket with side entry
Unique elastic slip cord system 
will secure any size radio with 
full access to the radio controls

Double Radio Harness
Same features as AW180, but 
carries two radios tuned to 
different frequencies

AW180 Single Radio Harness $36.95
AW181 Double Radio Harness $43.95

FB -1 Firefighter Mask
The Whiffs® Brush Pro mask is
made of Advance Nomex® and
the breathing port is made of
Nomex® knitted hood material
Both carry a 1050° heat rating.
The Brush Pro mask is lined with
blue Indura® Ultra Soft® cloth with a
hydro lone finish. This material helps
to wick moisture from the firefighters
face and prevents the transfer of radiant
heat to the skin. The Brush Pro mask is the
most versatile mask we make. It is excellent
for wildland firefighting and perfect for 
structural overhaul/mop-up. Its sleek design
makes it comfortable to wear, even in hot 
climates. The black Velcro® attachment point
at the bridge of the nose on the outside of
the Brush Pro mask should be used for
attaching to the goggles. The other three
Velcro® attachment points on the outside of
the mask should be used for attaching the
optional neck shroud. It is machine washable
in cold water, and should be hung to dry.
(Xcaper® filters, Whiffs® Shroud, and Goggles
are sold separately.) Ship. wt. 1 lb.

AW369

BG286 FB-1 Firefighter Mask   $59.95
BG287 Particle Filter Pack   $24.95

Designed to be carried quickly to a fire location, the Quic-Tote®

Hose Pack heavy-duty vinyl-coated nylon container. It includes a
harness for carrying on the back or over the shoulders. Hose can
also be coupled to standpipe while the firefighter wears the pack
and feeds out the hose while moving to the scene.

Quic-Tote® Hose Pack Bag
Transport Hose Quickly and Easily 

AB098 Quic-Tote® Hose Pack Bag 4 lbs. $235.95

AW368 Brush Pro Mask* $51.95
AW369 Brush Pro Shroud $23.95
AW370 Xcaper® Filters $6.95
AW371 Nomex® Carry Bag $15.95
*Filter Not Included

“H” back style
Dark green straps with 
“Wildland Fire Fighter” woven 
into the heavy-duty non-stretch 
shoulder straps
4-point metal alligator clips to 
fit all wildland gear
Elastic at ends for freedom 
of movement

BD017 Wildland Fire 
Fighter Suspenders $32.95

Wildland Suspenders

Brush Pro Mask & The Xcaper®

Radio Chest Harnesses

AW371

AW370

Replaceable polycarbonate lenses are impact 
resistant & block 100% of harmful UV radiation
Pliable one-piece frame hugs the face
Features direct ventilation
Shields eyes from 
flying particles
Meets ANSI 
Z87.1 standards

The Respro® FB-1 dust mask is provided to protect firefighters from
contamination from dust in circumstances where breathing apparatus
would not normally be considered or used, and it is reasonable to
suspect that the surrounding air supply could be contaminated by
certain types of invisible dust particulates. The FB-1 mask and its filter
have been designed and manufactured to EN149 (European
Standard for filtering face pieces) and is capable of filtering respirable
sub-micron particulates. Now includes a convenient carry bag for
storage. Ship. wt. 1 lb.

Equipment not included
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